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STORAGE

TOP CASES
SIDE CASES
RACK KITS
SADDLE BAGS
PHONE MOUNTS
SR/S TOP RACK

- Available as rack assembly or with a SHAD SH39 top case
- Manufactured using black powder-coated steel
- SHAD SH39 case has 39 liters of capacity and max. load of 8.8lbs (4kg)

PART NUMBERS:
10-08280 2020 [ZERO SR/S]

SR/F TOP RACK

- Available as rack assembly or with a SHAD SH39 top case
- The rack offers integrated passenger grab rails and has mounting holes compatible with GIVI Monolock adapter plate
- Manufactured using black powder-coated steel
- SHAD SH39 case has 39 liters of capacity and max. load of 8.8lbs (4kg)

PART NUMBERS:
10-08214 2020 [ZERO SR/F]
ZERO TOP BOX BY GIVI AND RACK KIT

Lockable, easily removable and aerodynamic, the Zero Top Box was designed by GIVI to offer convenient storage in a central location. Positioned behind the rider or possible passenger, the top box does not widen your motorcycle and sits in the rider’s slipstream. With 34 liters of capacity and a maximum load of 3 kg, the top box is large enough to hold a helmet and many other goods simultaneously.

The top box uses the GIVI Monolock system and includes all the hardware needed for installation as well as the rack and mounting plate. The rider-facing side of the top box includes a cushion that comfortably supports the back of any potential passenger.

The rack is made of powder-coated black steel and includes the GIVI Monolock plate. In addition, it is designed to double as a passenger grab rail.

The Zero Top Box by GIVI and Rack Kit can be installed in conjunction with the Zero Side Cases by GIVI and Rack Kit.

PART NUMBERS:
- 10-05728 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
- 2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
- 2013 [ZERO S, DS]

TOP BOX RACK KIT

Zero Motorcycles designed the black powder-coated steel side rack system to bolt directly into the frame of your Zero S, Zero SR, Zero DS or Zero DSR. This kit includes the necessary hardware to mount GIVI Monokey Side Cases and is identical to the rack that is included when you purchase the Zero Side Cases by GIVI and Rack Kit. This kit can be used in conjunction with the Zero Top Box by GIVI and Rack Kit.

PART NUMBERS:
- 10-06921 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
- 2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
- 2013 [ZERO S, DS]

GIVI TREKKER TOP BOX AND RACK KIT

Give your Zero DS or Zero DSR a rugged adventure touring look by adding Givi’s Trekker 33 Liter Top Case. The aluminum/polypropylene top case utilizes the patented Monokey system and is lockable, waterproof and easily removable. It supports a maximum load of 22 pounds, but the shape will not allow you to store a helmet inside.

We include all the hardware needed for installation as well as the rack and mounting plate. The rack is made of powder-coated black steel, which is designed to double as a passenger grab rail.

This kit can be installed in conjunction with the Zero Side Cases by GIVI and Rack Kit.

PART NUMBERS:
- 10-08003 2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR]
- 2013-2015 [ZERO DS]
The Zero FX Top Box Rack Kit was designed by Zero Motorcycles to meet rugged demands. It offers integrated passenger grab rails and enables you to mount your own top box. The rack is manufactured using black powder-coated steel and is identical to the rack that is included when you purchase the Zero FX Top Box by GIVI and Rack Kit but does not include the GIVI top case or the GIVI Monolock mounting plate. Installation is easy and can be accomplished in less than 30 minutes.

**PART NUMBERS:**
- 10-08024 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
- 2013-2015 [ZERO FX]

---

**ZERO FX TOP BOX BY GIVI AND RACK KIT**

Give your Zero DS or Zero DSR a rugged adventure touring look by adding Givi’s Trekker 33 Liter Top Case. The aluminum/polypropylene top case utilizes the patented Monokey system and is lockable, waterproof and easily removable. It supports a maximum load of 22 pounds, but the shape will not allow you to store a helmet inside.

We include all the hardware needed for installation as well as the rack and mounting plate. The rack is made of powder-coated black steel, which is designed to double as a passenger grab rail.

This kit can be installed in conjunction with the Zero Side Cases by GIVI and Rack Kit.

**PART NUMBERS:**
- 10-08053 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
- 2013-2015 [ZERO FX]
SR/F LUGGAGE RACK  

- Available as full luggage rack assembly or with a SHAD SH39 top case and SHAD SH23 side cases
- Manufactured using black powder-coated steel
- Side rack cannot be installed separately from the top rack
- SHAD SH23 cases have 23L of capacity and max load of 20lbs (4.5kg)

PART NUMBERS:
10-08239  2020 [ZERO SR/F]  

SR/S SIDE RACK  

- Available as side rack assembly or with SHAD SH36 side cases
- Manufactured using black powder-coated steel
- SHAD SH36 cases have 36L of capacity and max load of 24lbs (10.8kg)
- Each side case will fit a full-size helmet

PART NUMBERS:
10-08282  2020 [ZERO SR/S]  
STORAGE

ZERO 22-LITER SIDE CASES BY GIVI AND RACK KIT

Lockable, removable and spacious, the Zero Side Cases were designed by GIVI to elegantly maximize the storage onboard your motorcycle. Integrating nicely into the overall aesthetic of your motorcycle, the black powder-coated steel rack system bolts directly into the frame of your Zero S, Zero SR, Zero DS or Zero DSR. It utilizes the GIVI Monokey system which enables opening the cases or detaching them from the motorcycle rack using one key.

The Side Cases can carry up to 22 liters or 5 kg and come with all mounting hardware included. The placement of the cases does not interfere with the passenger-carrying capabilities of the motorcycle. This kit can be used in conjunction with the Zero Top Box by GIVI and Rack Kit.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08119 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]

SIDE CASE RACK KIT

Zero Motorcycles designed the black powder-coated steel side rack system to bolt directly into the frame of your Zero S, Zero SR, Zero DS or Zero DSR. This kit includes the necessary hardware to mount GIVI Monokey Side Cases and is identical to the rack that is included when you purchase the Zero Side Cases by GIVI and Rack Kit. This kit can be used in conjunction with the Zero Top Box by GIVI and Rack Kit.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08048 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
10-05960 2014 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
2013 [ZERO S, DS]
ZERO SOFT SADDLEBAGS

The Zero Soft Saddlebags provide convenient cargo space to store up to 16 liters per bag (32 liters total) of goods and equipment. They are constructed of rugged and high-quality materials that provide high durability and a premium look. The system is designed to mount quickly and easily.

Key features include:
- 1680 denier polyester
- Sewn-in rain hood and zipper pulls with extenders
- Quick-release buckles and reflective markings
- Velcro attachment and web strapping for easy installation
- Side compartments and mesh lid pockets for small items
- Plastic-molded handle

Dimensions:
Side bags: 16 x 10 x 7.3 in.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08040 ALL MODELS

ZERO SMARTPHONE MOUNT
BY RAM® MOUNTS

The Zero Smartphone Mount was developed by RAM® Mounts and uses their X-Grip® technology to securely hold most mobile phones and iPod touch-sized devices in place. Designed for convenience, X-Grip® allows you to very quickly mount or remove your phone with your gloves on. The minimalist design holds the phone in place using rubber-padded metal arms. The mount includes a 2.4” ball-end extension arm for mounting your mobile device in any orientation and an easy-to-install handlebar mount.

The mount works with the Apple iPhone 3G, 4, 4S, 5, iPod Touch, Samsung Galaxy S4 and Google Nexus 4. In addition, the mount is compatible with most other smartphones that meet the following dimension requirements: minimum width = 1.875”, maximum width = 3.25” and maximum depth = 0.875”. Please verify the dimensions with any case that is used. We strongly recommend mounting in a horizontal orientation behind a windscreen. Note that this mount does not shield your phone from water or other elements.

PART NUMBERS:
10-05736 ALL MODELS
COMFORT

WINDSCREENS
HEATED GRIPS
HANDGUARDS
SEATS
TANK GRIPS
RAIN GUARDS
COMMUTER SCREEN

The Commuter Screen provides maximum wind deflection, adding further practicality to your Zero S, Zero SR, Zero DS or Zero DSR. Improving wind flow without requiring you to tuck, it improves your freeway comfort. Designed in partnership with MRA, a leading motorcycle screen manufacturer, the Commuter Screen is designed to last.

The Commuter Screen comes with all needed parts for installation and mounts easily onto the handlebar risers.

PART NUMBERS:
10-05722 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
2013 [ZERO S, DS]

TOURING SCREEN

The Touring Screen offers our highest degree of wind and weather deflection, further enhancing rider comfort. Turbulence is minimized by the use of an adjustable spoiler. Designed by Zero Motorcycles to fit your Zero S, SR, DS or DSR motorcycle, model years 2013 and newer. Manufactured by MRA, the Touring Screen is made from specially modified material that’s nearly unbreakable.

The Touring Screen comes with all needed parts for installation and mounts easily onto the handlebar risers.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08058 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
2013 [ZERO S, DS]

DUAL SPORT SCREEN

The Dual Sport Screen provides wind deflection while adding to the long-range comfort and rugged look of your 2013-2020 Zero DS or Zero DSR. Designed in partnership with MRA, a leading motorcycle screen manufacturer, the Dual Sport Screen is robust and deflects airflow away from your torso while in a standing position and away from your shoulders while seated.

The Dual Sport Screen comes with all needed parts for installation and mounts easily onto the handlebar risers.

PART NUMBERS:
10-05723 2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR]
2013-2015 [ZERO DS]
SR/F/S HEATED GRIPS • NEW
- Control fully integrated into the motorcycle’s existing switchgear and dash functionality
- The right-side grip is co-molded with the throttle to eliminate any chance of slippage
- Both grips plug directly into the existing harnesses and draw power directly from the PDU
- Come factory-equipped on the premium model

PART NUMBERS:
10-08254 2020 STANDARD [ZERO SR/F, SR/S]

SR/S  SR/F  SR  S  FXS  DSR  DS  FX

ZERO HANDGUARDS BY CYCRA
Protect your hands from trees, brush, and rocks with the Zero Hand Guards. Designed by Cycra Racing, the black anodized bars and handlebar clamps integrate neatly onto your motorcycle’s handlebars. In the event of a crash, the handguards serve to protect your brake lever as well as other handlebar controls.

Included with this handguard kit are black or white, high impact plastic hand shields, all the hardware needed for installation.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08060 BLACK - 2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR]
BLACK - 2015 [ZERO DS]
10-08061 WHITE - 2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR]
WHITE - 2015 [ZERO DS]
10-08067 BLACK - 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
BLACK - 2015 [ZERO FX]
10-08068 WHITE - 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
WHITE - 2015 [ZERO FX]
10-05724 BLACK - 2013-2014 [ZERO DS, FX]
10-07376 WHITE - 2013-2014 [ZERO DS, FX]
The Touring Seat was designed by Zero Motorcycles for Zero Motorcycle riders. The dual-layer foam was selected because of its qualities of increased comfort and performance, for both rider and pillion. The subtle design details and double-stitched fabric gives the Touring Seat a premium aesthetic at an affordable price. The Touring Seat installs easily and is a direct replacement for the original seat. A nice upgrade for those who enjoy (seek) taking the long way.

PART NUMBERS:
- 24-08451 2016-2020 (ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR)
- 2014-2015 (ZERO S, SR, DS)
- 2013 (ZERO S, DS)

SR/F/S LOW AND HIGH SEAT
- Reduces or increases the seat height about one inch from 31 inches.
- UV stable seat skin that minimizes deformation over time
- Resistant to temperature changes
- Smooth and patterned surfaces offer a balance between grip and movement to hang off the SR/F or SR/S

PART NUMBERS:
- 27-08195 HIGH SEAT - 2020 (ZERO SR, S, SR/S)
- 27-08196 LOW SEAT - 2020 (ZERO SR, S, SR/S)
**ZERO TANK GRIPS BY TECHSPEC (ZERO S, ZERO SR)**

Zero Tank Grips were developed in cooperation with TechSpec. Made from their premium Snake Skin material with a thickness of 0.125 inches and a low profile diamond pattern, the tank grips feature the TechSpec proprietary releasable adhesive. These properties give you an improved leg grip on your tank and reduce pressure on your wrists, elbows, and shoulders. Riders typically report improvements in the comfort and quality of their ride, improved motorcycle handling characteristics and less fatigue. Compatible with 2013-2020 Zero S and Zero SR motorcycles.

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10-08125</th>
<th>2014-2020 [ZERO S, SR]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013 [ZERO S]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**ZERO TANK GRIPS BY TECHSPEC (ZERO DS, ZERO DSR)**

Zero Tank Grips were developed in cooperation with TechSpec. Made from their premium Snake Skin material with a thickness of 0.125 inches and a low profile diamond pattern, the tank grips feature the TechSpec proprietary releasable adhesive. These properties give you an improved leg grip on your tank and reduce pressure on your wrists, elbows, and shoulders. Riders typically report improvements in the comfort and quality of their ride, improved motorcycle handling characteristics and less fatigue. Compatible with 2013-2020 Zero DS and Zero DSR motorcycles.

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10-08245</th>
<th>2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2013-2015 [ZERO DS]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**RAIN GUARD**

If you’re an all-weather rider, the Rain Guard is a great addition to your Zero S, SR, DS, or DSR motorcycle. This durable plastic rear fender limits spray and splatter from the rear tire, increasing comfort and cleanliness in inclement conditions. The Rain Guard comes with all parts needed for installation. Note: Rain Guard is not compatible with Zero FX or Zero FXS models.

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>10-08093</th>
<th>2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013 [ZERO S, DS]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6 KW CHARGE TANK

Charge 6x faster using the 6 kW Charge Tank combined with Level 2 charging stations. This dealer-installed accessory complements the standard on-board charger of 2015-2020 Zero motorcycles, reducing typical charge times to 1-2 hours. It includes a new tank section that eliminates the tank bag from the motorcycle. The Charge Tank is not compatible with motorcycles equipped with the Power Tank accessory.

Charge Tanks for 2015-2016 models will be available spring, 2019. Painted Charge Tank bodywork does not match 2015-2016 model colors. Matching painted body parts are available to fully renew the look of your motorcycle.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08252 [ZERO SR] NORTH AMERICA
10-08255 [ZERO SR] EUROPE
10-08253 [ZERO S] NORTH AMERICA
10-08256 [ZERO S] EUROPE
10-08257 [ZERO DSR] NORTH AMERICA
10-08259 [ZERO DSR] EUROPE
10-08258 [ZERO DS] NORTH AMERICA
10-08260 [ZERO DS] EUROPE

COLORS [ZERO SR, S]:
-9 RED
-10 YELLOW
-11 WHITE*
-13 BLACK*
-16 SATIN SILVER
-17 METALLIC BLACK
-18 PEARLESCENT WHITE
-24 JET BLACK W/ INLAID “S” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-41 HORIZON W/ COOL SILVER
-50 JET BLACK W/ METALLIC RED AND SILVER

COLORS [ZERO DSR, DS]:
-11 WHITE*
-12 ORANGE
-13 BLACK*
-14 GRAPHITE
-17 METALLIC BLACK
-19 SATIN GREEN
-25 QUICKSAND W/ INLAID “DS” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-26 METALLIC CHOCOLATE W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-42 MOJAVE W/ WARM SILVER
-43 BLACK FOREST W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-51 JET BLACK W/ GOLD

* MANUFACTURED TO ORDER AND REQUIRES EXTRA PROCESSING TIME
3KW RAPID CHARGER • Charge a standard model SR/F 2x faster to reduce charge time X hours • Enables a 6kW Rapid Charging System as equipped on premium models • Dealer-installed accessory • Not possible to add a third to an SR/F but is compatible with a Power Tank

PART NUMBERS:
10-08225 2020 STANDARD [ZERO SR/F, SR/S] EUROPE

6KW RAPID CHARGER • Charge 2-3x faster with Level 2 stations to reduce the charge time to 1-2 hours • Enables up to a 12kW Rapid Charging System when combined with 3kW Rapid Chargers • Dealer-installed accessory • Includes a new tank storage insert that reduces storage • Not compatible with Power Tanks Standard models require the purchase and installation of the Accessory Power Panel.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08230 2020 PREMIUM [ZERO SR/F, SR/S] NORTH AMERICA
10-08231 2020 PREMIUM [ZERO SR/F, SR/S] EUROPE
SR/F/S POWER TANK • Adds an additional 3.6 kWh of battery storage capacity
• Retains a small lockable storage area with the Power Tank installed
• Dealer-installed accessory
• Not compatible with 6kW Rapid Charger

Standard models require the purchase and installation of the Accessory Power Panel.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08237 2020 PREMIUM [ZERO SR/F, SR/S]

Z-FORCE® ZF3.6 POWER TANK

This dealer installed accessory can be added at any time and extends the range of the 2015-2020 Zero S, Zero SR, Zero DS or Zero DSR by adding a ZF3.6 kWh module. It includes a new tank section of the motorcycle that eliminates the tank bag from the motorcycle. The Power Tank is not compatible with motorcycles equipped with the Charge Tank option.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08203 [ZERO SR]
10-08205 [ZERO S]
10-08207 [ZERO DSR]
10-08208 [ZERO DS]

COLORS [ZERO SR, S]:
-9 RED
-10 YELLOW
-11 WHITE*
-13 BLACK*
-16 SATIN SILVER
-17 METALLIC BLACK

COLORS [ZERO DSR, DS]:
-18 PEARLESCENT WHITE
-24 JET BLACK W/ INLAID “S” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-41 HORIZON W/ COOL SILVER
-50 JET BLACK W/ METALLIC RED AND SILVER

COLORS [ZERO DSR, DS]:
-11 WHITE*
-12 ORANGE
-13 BLACK*
-14 GRAPHITE
-17 METALLIC BLACK

-18 PEARLESCENT WHITE
-24 JET BLACK W/ INLAID “S” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-41 HORIZON W/ COOL SILVER
-50 JET BLACK W/ METALLIC RED AND SILVER

-19 SATIN GREEN
-25 QUICKSAND W/ INLAID “DS” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-26 METALLIC CHOCOLATE W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-42 MOJAVE W/ WARM SILVER
-43 BLACK FOREST W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-51 JET BLACK W/ GOLD

* MANUFACTURED TO ORDER AND REQUIRES EXTRA PROCESSING TIME

COLORS [ZERO DSR, DS]:
-11 WHITE*
-12 ORANGE
-13 BLACK*
-14 GRAPHITE
-17 METALLIC BLACK

-19 SATIN GREEN
-25 QUICKSAND W/ INLAID “DS” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-26 METALLIC CHOCOLATE W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-42 MOJAVE W/ WARM SILVER
-43 BLACK FOREST W/ INLAID “DSR” MODEL DESIGNATOR
-51 JET BLACK W/ GOLD

* MANUFACTURED TO ORDER AND REQUIRES EXTRA PROCESSING TIME

COLORS [ZERO DSR, DS]:
-11 WHITE*
-12 ORANGE
-13 BLACK*
-14 GRAPHITE
-17 METALLIC BLACK
POWER PACK MODULE CHARGING ADAPTER

The Power Pack Module Charging Adapter is required to charge your ZF2.8, ZF3.3 or ZF3.6 Power Pack Modules when removed from your motorcycle. The adapter is used in conjunction with a Quick Charger.

Please note that the adapters are not compatible between model year 2013 and model year 2014-2020 Zero Motorcycles.

PART NUMBERS:
10-07601 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
2014-2015 [ZERO FX]
10-05741 2013 [ZERO FX, XU]

ZF3.6 POWER PACK MODULE

ZF-Force® power pack technology has been revolutionizing the electric motorcycle industry since 2007 when the first Zeros started rolling out of the Santa Cruz factory. The goal: pack more energy into less space. Using state-of-the-art lithium-ion cell chemistry and advanced battery management systems, the ZF3.6 Power Pack Module offers incredible power density and versatility.

Zero Motorcycles is the first electric motorcycle manufacturer to feature available hot-swappable modules. This optional system allows the Zero FX and Zero FXS to be ridden using either one or two ZF3.6 modules. Modules can be moved between compatible motorcycles quickly, without concern regarding the state-of-charge or relative age of the accompanying module.

PART NUMBERS:
46-08117 2017-2020 [ZERO FX MODULAR, FXS MODULAR]
2015-2016 [ZERO FX, FXS]

SR/S  SR/F  SR  S  FXS  DSR  DS  FX
QUICK CHARGER

The 96-volt Quick Charger can be used either for motorcycle quick charging or off-board power pack charging of 2013-2020 Zero Motorcycles.

Motorcycle quick charging
One Quick Charger provides an additional 1 kW of charging capability. When used with your motorcycle’s integrated charging system, this approximately doubles the amount of energy flowing to the power pack during charging. As a result, the charge time of a Zero motorcycle is reduced by around 50%. To charge even faster, multiple Quick Chargers can be purchased and used with a Quick Charger Y Adapter to reduce the charge time further.

Off-board power pack charging
The Quick Charger can be used to charge power pack modules when removed from the motorcycle. The ZF2.8, ZF3.3 or ZF3.6 Power Pack Modules, used with the Zero FX, Zero FXS and Zero XU motorcycles, require the Power Pack Module Charging Adapter when the power packs are charged off-board.

The Quick Charger North American kit includes a cord approved for use in North America, and the Quick Charger (96 Volt) UK and Hong Kong kits include a cord approved for use in the UK and Hong Kong.

PART NUMBERS:
- 10-06919 2013-2020 NORTH AMERICA
- 10-08186 2013-2020 EUROPE
- 10-06920 2013-2020 HONG KONG
- 10-08050 2013-2020 UNITED KINGDOM
- 10-08050 2013-2020 SOUTH AFRICA

QUICK CHARGER Y ADAPTER

The Quick Charger Y Adapter allows you to charge your motorcycle with multiple Quick Chargers to significantly reduce charge times. The single plug side of the adapter inserts into the charging port on the motorcycle (or power pack) and the double side of the adapter plugs into the outputs of two separate quick chargers. This adapter was designed specifically for use with 2013-2020 Zero motorcycles.

PART NUMBERS:
- 10-05739 2013-2020
The SAE J1772 Charging Adapter allows you to charge your Zero using applicable public electric vehicle charging stations. The charging adapter plugs directly into the standard charging port of applicable models and does not require any installation or modification of your motorcycle.

Please note, the SAE J1772 Charging Adapter will not speed up your motorcycle charge time, which is limited by the motorcycle’s integrated charger. Also, some public J1772 charging stations require the vehicle to authenticate itself. The SAE J1772 Charging Adapter does not support charging stations that require such authentication.

PART NUMBERS:
10-03267 2012-2020 [ALL MODELS]

---

12V ACCESSORY SOCKET KIT

Charge a GPS, smartphone or mp3 player using the Zero Motorcycles 12V Accessory Socket Kit. Designed to connect directly to your motorcycle’s power port harness, the accessory socket enables you to charge small devices that have a cigarette lighter plug. The accessory outlet is rated up to 10 amps/120 watts. This kit includes the necessary bracket and mounting hardware for installation.

PART NUMBERS:
10-07504 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
10-07505 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
10-06903 2012-2013 [ZERO S, DS]
10-07505 2013-2015 [ZERO FX]
10-07505 2013 [ZERO XU]
10-07504 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR, FX, FXS]
10-07504 2013 [ZERO S, DS, FX, XU]

---

12V ACCESSORY W HARNESS

The 2013-2020 Zero Motorcycles each have a single Sumitomo accessory power port. In order to install multiple power accessories such as the Heated Grips, Heated Seat and the 12V Accessory Socket Kit, the 12V Accessory W Harness is required to make the connections.

PART NUMBERS:
10-05740 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR, FX, FXS]
10-05740 2013 [ZERO S, DS, FX, XU]
BAR ENDS
TURN SIGNALS
STANDS
FLY SCREENS
FOOTPEGS
HEADLIGHT GRILLS
DROP BARS
BAR ENDS (SILVER AND BLACK)

- Made from 6061 aluminum
- Silver finish matches the bodywork of the Zero SR/F and comes equipped on the premium model
- Black anodized finish provides a stealthy alternative
- Fit all of Zero Motorcycle’s standard 7/8” handlebars

PART NUMBERS:
10-08233-1  BLACK [ALL MODELS]
10-08233-2  SILVER [ALL MODELS]

LED TURN SIGNALS

- Feature 6 ultra-bright amber LEDs per indicator that make you even more visible when signaling lane changes
- Soft stem design is fully compatible with the SR/F/S mounting
- DOT and SAE approved
- Available in clear and smoked lens versions

PART NUMBERS:
65-08049     2020 CLEAR [ZERO SR/F, SR/S]
65-08050     2020 SMOKED [ZERO SR/F, SR/S]
**SR/F FLY SCREEN**

- Designed to enhance the front-end aesthetic of the Zero SR/F
- Equipped from the factory on our premium model
- Constructed of high-quality engineering-grade thermoplastic
- Mounts easily in front of the dash using the existing motorcycle hardware

**PART NUMBERS:**

24-08366 2020 STANDARD [ZERO SR/F]

---

**SR/F/S CENTER STAND**

- Rugged, black powered-coated steel construction
- Provides extra stability for parking a loaded SR/F
- Protects tires when parked for long periods
- Improved ground clearance to ease wheel maintenance as well

**PART NUMBERS:**

10-08217 2020 [ZERO SR/F, SR/S]

---

**HEADLIGHT GRILL**

The Headlight Grill was designed by Zero Motorcycles to add protection and style for off-road Zero Motorcycle riders. After installation, the Headlight Grill will provide protection from trail hazards, roost, and flying debris, reducing the chance of damage to the factory headlight. The Headlight Grill is manufactured using powder-coated steel and comes with all necessary mounting hardware. A must-have for serious off-road riders.

Note: not homologated for street use; for off-road use only.

**PART NUMBERS:**

26-08350 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]
2013 [ZERO S, DS]
SR/F RIDER FOOTPEG LOWERING KIT

- Enhance rider ergonomics by lowering the rider footpegs 20mm from the stock position
- Ride longer, with more comfort and keeping the stock look

PART NUMBERS:
10-08272 2020 [ZERO SR/F]

AGGRESSIVE FOOTPEGS

Designed by Pro Taper, our aggressive footpegs increase the rugged profile of your Zero DS, Zero DSR, Zero FX or Zero FXS. They offer hard anodized billet aluminum cleats, a stainless steel platform base, and the exclusive Pro Taper traction arch cleat design.

PART NUMBERS:
10-07423 2016-2020 [ZERO DS, DSR, FX, FXS]
2013-2015 [ZERO DS, FX]
DUAL SPORT DROP BARS

The Dual Sport Drop Bars were designed by Zero Motorcycles to meet the demands of our police and military riders. Manufactured using black powder-coated steel, they provide the Zero DS and Zero DSR with extra protection from damage caused by accidental drops. The drop bars include a metal skid plate. Also compatible will the Zero S and Zero SR.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08123 2016-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]

ZERO FX DROP BARS

The Zero FX Drop Bars were designed by Zero Motorcycles to meet the demands of our police and military customers. Manufactured using black powder-coated steel, they provide the Zero FX or Zero FXS with extra protection from damage caused by accidental drops.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08028 2016-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]
2014-2015 [ZERO FX]
PERFORMANCE

CHAIN KITS
SHOCK
ZERO ENHANCED CHAIN KIT

Planning on taking your Zero in the deep mud or on more severe off-road terrain? The Zero Enhanced Chain Kit offers high durability against extreme elements.

Please consult your dealer to ensure that the swing arm of your motorcycle has a lower chain guide to support this accessory.

PART NUMBERS:
10-08127  2017-2018 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]
10-08139  2013-2016 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR] KEY SHAFT VERSION
10-08140  2017 [ZERO FX, FXS]
10-08142  2016 [ZERO FX, FXS]
10-08143  2013-2015 [ZERO FX]

ZERO FX REAR SHOCK BY FOX

For Zero Motorcycles, the words “Crafted in California,” are not just a slogan but an imperative. And so it should come as no surprise that we have worked closely with our neighbors at FOX, a leader in the design and development of high-performance shocks, to create a premium rear shock for our hardcore Zero FX riders. The Zero FX Rear Shock is based upon the PODIUM RC2 shock from FOX. It features a 37mm aluminum hard-anodized body, 5/8” super-finished hard chrome and DLC coated shaft. Adjustments are available for dual-speed compression, wide-range rebound, and spring pre-load. This shock is compatible with both the 2013 and 2014 Zero FX.

PART NUMBERS:
10-05738  2013-2014 [ZERO FX]
**GARAGE**

**ZERO PARKING BRAKE KIT**

The Parking Brake Kit was designed by Zero Motorcycles to meet the steepest demands of Zero riders. When engaged, the Parking Brake Kit utilizes the rear brake disc to keep your Zero Motorcycle firmly planted, reducing the chance of rolling. The new caliper fits securely in place on the rear brake assembly and is operated by the hand brake lever mounted on the handlebars. Happy Parking!

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Model Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-08131</td>
<td>2017-2020 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-08132</td>
<td>2017-2020 [ZERO FX, FXS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-08172</td>
<td>2016 [ZERO S, SR, DS, DSR]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2014-2015 [ZERO S, SR, DS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10-08173</td>
<td>2016 [ZERO FX, FXS]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2015 [ZERO FX]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**GATES KRIKIT I V-BELT TENSION GAUGE**

Maximize the performance and service life of the belt on your Zero motorcycle by monitoring its tension with the Gates Krikit I V-Belt Tension Gauge. The Krikit I simplifies the measurement of the optimum tension. The scale indicates the tension in both kg and pounds.

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Model Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10-04627</td>
<td>ALL MODELS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**PART NUMBERS:**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Part Number</th>
<th>Model Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR/S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR/F</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FXS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DSR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FX</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ZERO MOTORCYCLES CREW
BLACK/REFLECTIVE

SNAPBACK
GREY LOGO PATCH
BLACK ROUND PATCH
Contact your dealer for availability.